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Abstract
Performance of face recognition systems can be adversely
affected by mismatches between training and test poses,
especially when there is only one training image available.
We address this problem by extending each statistical frontal
face model with artificially synthesized models for non-frontal
views. The synthesis methods are based on several implemen-
tations of Maximum Likelihood Linear Regression (MLLR),
as well as standard multi-variate linear regression (LinReg).
All synthesis techniques utilize prior information on how face
models for the frontal view are related to face models for
non-frontal views. The synthesis and extension approach is
evaluated by applying it to two face verification systems:
PCA based (holistic features) and DCTmod2 based (local
features). Experiments on the FERET database suggest that
for the PCA based system, the LinReg technique (which is
based on a common relation between two sets of points)
is more suited than the MLLR based techniques (which in
effect are “single point to single point” transforms). For the
DCTmod2 based system, the results show that synthesis via
a new MLLR implementation obtains better performance than
synthesis based on traditional MLLR (due to a lower number
of free parameters). The results further show that extending
frontal models considerably reduces errors.
1. INTRODUCTION
Biometric recognition systems based on face images (here
we mean both identification and verification systems) have
attracted much research interest for quite some time. Con-
temporary approaches are able to achieve low error rates
when dealing with frontal faces (see for example [15]). Pre-
viously proposed extensions, in order to handle non-frontal
faces, generally use training images (for the person to be
recognized) at multiple views [12], [16]. In some applications,
such as surveillance, there may be only one reference image
(e.g. a passport photograph) for the person to be spotted.
In a surveillance video (e.g. at an airport), the pose of the
face is uncontrolled, thus causing a problem in the form of a
mismatch between the training and the test poses.
While it is possible to use 3D approaches to address the
single training pose problem [1], [3], in this paper we con-
centrate on extending two face verification systems based on
2D feature extraction (Principal Component Analysis (PCA)
based [22] and the recently proposed DCTmod2 method [20]).
In both systems we employ a Bayesian classifier which models
the distributions via Gaussian Mixture Models (GMMs) [18].
The PCA/GMM system is an extreme example of a holistic
system where the spatial relation between face characteristics
(such as the eyes and nose) is rigidly kept. Contrarily, the
DCTmod2/GMM approach is an extreme example of a local
feature approach; here, the spatial relations between face
characteristics are largely not utilized (which results in ro-
bustness to translations [4]). Examples of systems in between
the two extremes include modular PCA [16], Elastic Graph
Matching [7], and Pseudo 2D Hidden Markov Models [5].
We address the pose mismatch problem by extending
person-specific frontal GMMs with artificially synthesized
GMMs for non-frontal views. The synthesis of non-frontal
models is accomplished via methods based on several im-
plementations of Maximum Likelihood Linear Regression
(MLLR) [13] as well as standard multi-variate linear regres-
sion (LinReg). MLLR was originally developed for tuning
speech recognition systems, and, to our knowledge, this is the
first time it is being adapted for face verification.
In the proposed MLLR-based approach, the synthesis and
extension is accomplished as follows. Prior information is used
to construct several generic face models for several views;
a generic GMM represents a population of faces and hence
does not represent a specific person; in the speaker verifica-
tion field such generic models are referred to as Universal
Background Models (UBMs) [18]. Each non-frontal UBM is
obtained by learning and applying a MLLR-based transfor-
mation to the frontal UBM. A person-specific frontal model
is obtained via adapting the frontal UBM [18]; a non-frontal
person-specific model is then synthesized by applying the
previously learned UBM transformation to the person’s frontal
model. In order for the system to automatically handle the two
views, each person’s frontal model is then extended by con-
catenating it with the newly synthesized model; the procedure
is then repeated for other views. A graphical interpretation of
this procedure shown in Fig. 1.
The LinReg approach is similar to the MLLR-based ap-
proach described above. The main difference being that instead
of learning the transformation between UBMs, it learns a
common relation between two sets of feature vectors. The
LinReg technique is only utilized for the PCA based system,
while the MLLR-based methods are utilized for both PCA and
DCTmod2 based systems.
Previous approaches to addressing single view problems in-
clude the synthesis of new images at previously unseen views;
some examples are optical flow based methods [2], and linear
object classes [23]. To handle views for which there is no
training data, an appearance based face recognition system
could then utilize the synthesized images. The proposed model
synthesis and extension approach is inherently more efficient,
as the intermediary steps of image synthesis and feature
extraction (from synthesized images) are omitted.
The model extension part of the proposed approach is
somewhat similar to [12], where features from many real
images were used to extend a person’s face model. This
is in contrast to the proposed approach, where the models
are synthesized to represent the face of a person at various
non-frontal views, without having access to the person’s real
images. The synthesis part is somewhat related to [14] where
the “jets” in an elastic graph are transformed according to a
geometrical framework. Apart from the inherent differences
in the structure of classifiers (i.e., Elastic Graph Matching
compared to a Bayesian classifier), the proposed synthesis
approach differs in that it is based on a statistical framework.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Section 2
we briefly describe the database for experiments and the pre-
processing of images. In Section 3 we overview the DCTmod2
and PCA based feature extraction techniques. Section 4 pro-
vides a concise description of the GMM based classifier
and the different training strategies used when dealing with
DCTmod2 and PCA based features. In Section 5 we summa-
rize MLLR, while in Section 6 we describe model synthesis
techniques based on MLLR and standard multi-variate linear
regression. Section 7 details the process of extending a frontal
model with synthesized non-frontal models. Section 8 is
devoted to experiments evaluating the the proposed synthesis
techniques and the use of extended models. The paper is
concluded and future work is suggested in Section 9.
2. SETUP OF THE FACE DATABASE
In our experiments we used images from the ba, bb, bc, bd,
be, bf, bg, bh and bi subsets of the FERET database [17],
which represent views of 200 persons for (approximately)
0o (frontal), +60o, +40o, +25o, +15o, -15o, -25o, -40o and
-60o, respectively; thus for each person there are nine images
(see Fig. 2 for examples). The 200 persons were split into three
groups: group A, group B and impostor group; the impostor
group is comprised of 20 persons, resulting in 90 persons each
in groups A and B.
Throughout the experiments, group A is used as a source of
prior information while the impostor group and group B are
used for verification tests (i.e. clients come from group B).
Thus in each verification trial there are 90 true claimant
accesses and 90×20=1800 impostor attacks; moreover, in each
verification trial the view of impostor faces matched the testing
view (this restriction is relaxed later).
In order to reduce the effects of facial expressions and
hair styles, closely cropped faces are used [6]; face windows,
with a size of 56 rows and 64 columns, are extracted based
on manually found eye locations. As in this paper we are
proposing extensions to existing 2D approaches, we obtain
normalized face windows for non-frontal views exactly in the
same way as for the frontal view (i.e. the location of the eyes
is the same in each face window); this has a significant side
effect: for large deviations from the frontal view (such as
-60o and +60o) the effective size of facial characteristics is
significantly larger than for the frontal view. The non-frontal
face windows thus differ from the frontal face windows not
only in terms of out-of-plane rotation of the face, but also
scale. Example face windows are shown in Fig. 3.
3. FEATURE EXTRACTION
A. DCTmod2 Based System
In DCTmod2 feature extraction a given face image is analyzed
on a block by block basis; each block is NP×NP (here we
use NP=8) and overlaps neighbouring blocks by NO pixels;
each block is decomposed in terms of 2D Discrete Cosine
Transform (DCT) basis functions [20]. A feature vector for
each block is then constructed as:
x=
h
∆hc0 ∆
vc0 ∆
hc1 ∆
vc1 ∆
hc2 ∆
vc2 c3 c4 ... cM−1
iT (1)
where cn represents the n-th DCT coefficient, while ∆hcn and
∆vcn represent the horizontal and vertical delta coefficients
respectively; the deltas are computed using DCT coefficients
extracted from neighbouring blocks. Compared to traditional
DCT feature extraction, the first three DCT coefficients are
replaced by their respective deltas in order to reduce the
effects of illumination changes, without losing discriminative
information. In this study we use M=15 (based on [20]),
resulting in an 18 dimensional feature vector for each block.
The overlap is set to NO=7 resulting in 2585 vectors for each
56×64 face window; the choice of overlap is based on [21],
where it was shown that the larger the overlap, the more robust
the system is to out-of-plane rotations.
B. PCA Based System
In PCA based feature extraction [8], [22], a given face image is
represented by a matrix containing grey level pixel values; the
matrix is then converted to a face vector, f , by concatenating
all the columns; a D-dimensional feature vector, x, is then
obtained by:
x = UT (f − fµ) (2)
where U contains D eigenvectors (corresponding to the D
largest eigenvalues) of the training data covariance matrix, and
fµ is the mean of training face vectors. In our experiments we
use frontal faces from group A to find U and fµ.
It must be emphasized that in the PCA based approach,
one feature vector represents the entire face, while in the
DCTmod2 approach one feature vector represents only a small
portion of the face.
4. GMM BASED CLASSIFIER
The distribution of training feature vectors for each person is
modeled by a GMM. Given a claim for client C’s identity
and a set of (test) feature vectors X = {xi}NVi=1 supporting the
claim, the likelihood of the claimant being the true claimant
is found with:
P (X|λC) =
YNV
i=1
P (xi|λC) (3)
where P (x|λ) =PNGg=1 wg N (x|µg ,Σg) and λ = {wg, µg ,Σg}NGg=1.
N (x|µ,Σ) is in turn a D-dimensional gaussian function with
mean µ and diagonal covariance matrix Σ [8], [18]. λC is the
parameter set for client C, NG is the number of gaussians
and wg is the weight for gaussian g (with PNGg=1 wg = 1 and
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Fig. 1: Graphical interpretation
of synthesizing a non-frontal
client model based on how the
frontal UBM is transformed to a
non-frontal UBM.
Fig. 2: Example images from the
FERET database for 0o, +25o and
+60o views (left to right); note that
the angles are approximate.
Fig. 3: Extracted face windows
from images in Fig. 2.
∀ g : wg ≥ 0). Note that in (3) each feature vector is treated as
being independent and identically distributed (iid).
Given the likelihood of the claimant being an impostor,
P (X|λI ), an opinion on the claim is found using:
O(X) = logP (X|λC)− logP (X|λI) (4)
The verification decision is reached as follows: given a thresh-
old t, the claim is accepted when O(X) ≥ t and rejected when
O(X) < t. We use a global threshold (common across all
clients) tuned to obtain the lowest Equal Error Rate (EER)
(where the false rejection rate equals the false acceptance rate)
on test data, following the approach often used in speaker
verification [9], [11].
Methods for obtaining the parameter set for the impostor
model (λI ) and each client model are described in the follow-
ing sections.
A. Classifier Training: DCTmod2 Based System
First, a Universal Background Model (UBM) is trained using
the Expectation Maximization (EM) algorithm [8], using all
0o data from group A. Since the UBM is a good representation
of a general face, it is also used to find the likelihood of the
claimant being an impostor, i.e.:
P (X|λI ) = P (X|λUBM) (5)
The parameters (λ) for each client model are then found by
using the client’s training data and adapting the UBM; the
adaptation is usually done using Maximum a Posteriori (MAP)
estimation [5], [18]. In this work we shall also utilize three
other adaptation techniques, all based on MLLR (described in
Section 5). The choice of the adaptation technique depends
on the non-frontal model synthesis method utilized later (Sec-
tion 6).
B. Classifier Training: PCA Based System
The image subset from the FERET database that is utilized in
this work has only one frontal image per person; in PCA-based
feature extraction, this results in only one training vector,
leading to necessary constraints in the structure of the classifier
and the classifier’s training paradigm.
The UBM and all client models (for frontal faces) are
constrained to have only one component (i.e. one gaussian),
with a diagonal covariance matrix. The mean and covariance
matrix of the UBM is taken to be the mean and covariance
matrix of feature vectors from group A. Instead of adaptation
(as done in the DCTmod2 based system, above), each client
model inherits the covariance matrix from the UBM; moreover,
the mean of each client model is taken to be the single training
vector for that client.
5. MAXIMUM LIKELIHOOD LINEAR REGRESSION
In the MLLR framework [10], [13], the adaptation of a given
model is performed in two steps; first the means are updated
followed by an update of the covariance matrices, such that:
P (X|eλ) ≥ P (X|bλ) ≥ P (X|λ) (6)
where eλ has both means and covariances updated while bλ
has only means updated. The weights are not adapted as the
main changes are assumed to be reflected in the means and
covariances.
A. Adaptation of Means
Each adapted mean is obtained by applying a transformation
matrix WS to each original mean:bµg =WS νg (7)
where νg = [ 1 µTg ]T and WS is a D × (D + 1) matrix which
maximizes the likelihood of given training data. For WS shared
by NS gaussians {gr}NSr=1 (see Section 5-C below), the general
form for finding WS is:
NVX
i=1
NSX
r=1
P (gr|xi, λ)Σ−1gr xiνTgr =
NVX
i=1
NSX
r=1
P (gr|xi, λ)Σ−1gr WS νgrνTgr
where
P (g|xi, λ) = {wgN (xi|µg,Σg)} /
XNG
n=1
wnN (xi|µn,Σn) (8)
As further elucidation is quite tedious, the reader is referred
to [13] for the full solution of WS . Two forms of WS were
originally proposed: full or “diagonal” [13], which we shall
refer to as full-MLLR and diag-MLLR, respectively. We pro-
pose a third form of MLLR, where the transformation matrix
is modified so that transforming each mean is equivalent to:bµg = µg +∆S (9)
where ∆S maximizes the likelihood of given training data.
Using the EM framework leads to the following solution (we
provide the derivation in [21]):
∆S=
24NSX
r=1
NVX
i=1
P (gr|xi, λ)Σ−1gr
35-124NSX
r=1
NVX
i=1
P (gr|xi, λ)Σ−1gr (xi -µgr )
35(10)
where ∆S is shared by NS gaussians {gr}NSr=1. We shall refer
to this form of MLLR as offset-MLLR.
B. Adaptation of Covariance Matrices
Once the new means are obtained, each new covariance matrix
is found using [10]: eΣg = BTgHSBg (11)
where Bg = C−1g and CgCTg = Σ−1g ; the latter equation is
a form of Cholesky decomposition [19]. HS , shared by NS
gaussians {gr}NSr=1, is found with:
HS =
NSP
r=1
(
CTgr
"
NVP
i=1
P (gr|xi, λ)(xi − bµgr )(xi − bµgr )T
#
Cgr
)
PNV
i=1
PNS
r=1 P (gr |xi, λ)
The covariance transformation may be either full or diagonal.
When full transformation is used, full covariance matrices are
produced even if the original covariances were diagonal to
begin with. To avoid this, the off-diagonal elements of HS are
set to zero.
C. Regression Classes
If each gaussian has its own mean and covariance
transformation matrices, then for full-MLLR there are
D×(D+1)+D=D2+2D parameters to estimate per gaussian
(where D is the dimensionality); for diag-MLLR there are
D+D+D=3D parameters per gaussian, and for offset-MLLR
there are D +D = 2D parameters per gaussian.
Ideally each mean and covariance matrix in a GMM will
have its own transform, however in practical applications there
may not be enough training data to reliably estimate the
required number of parameters. One way of working around
the lack of data is to share a transform across two or more
gaussians. We define which gaussians are to share a transform
by clustering the gaussians based on the distance between their
means.
Let us define a regression class as {gr}NSr=1 where gr is
the r-th gaussian in the class; all gaussians in a regression
class share the same mean and covariance transforms. In
our experiments we vary the number of regression classes
from one (all gaussians share one mean and one covariance
transform) to 32 (each gaussian has its own transform). The
number of regression classes is denoted as NR.
6. SYNTHESIZING NON-FRONTAL MODELS
A. DCTmod Based System
In the MLLR based model synthesis technique, we first
transform, using prior data, the frontal UBM into a non-frontal
UBM for angle Θ. To synthesize a client model for angle Θ, the
previously learned transformations are applied to the client’s
frontal model. Moreover, each frontal client model is derived
from the frontal UBM by MLLR (to ensure correspondence
between models), instead of using MAP adaptation.
B. PCA Based System
For the PCA based system, we shall utilize MLLR based
model synthesis in a similar way as described in the previous
section. The only difference is that each non-frontal client
model inherits the covariance matrix from the appropriate
non-frontal UBMs Moreover, as each client model has only
one gaussian, we note that the MLLR based transformations
are “single point to single point” transformations, where the
points are the old and new mean vectors.
As described in Section 4-B, the mean of each client model
is taken to be the single training vector available; thus in
this case transformation in the feature domain is equivalent
to transformation in the model domain; it is therefore possible
to use transformations which are not of the “single point to
single point” type. Let us suppose that we have the following
multi-variate linear regression model:
B = AW (12)26664
b T1
b T2
.
.
.
b TN
37775 =
26664
1 a T1
1 a T2
.
.
.
1 a TN
37775
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.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
wD+1,1 · · · wD+1,D
37775 (13)
where N > D + 1, with D being the dimensionality of a
and b. W is a matrix of unknown regression parameters;
under the sum-of-least-squares regression criterion, W can be
found using [19]: W = `ATA´−1ATB. Compared to MLLR,
this type of regression finds a common relation between two
sets of points; hence it may be more accurate than MLLR.
Given a set of PCA-derived feature vectors from group A,
representing faces at 0o and Θ, we find W. We can then
synthesize the single mean for Θ from client C’s 0o mean
using:
µΘ =
h
1 (µ0
o
)T
i
W (14)
We shall refer to this PCA-specific linear regression based
technique as LinReg. We note that for this synthesis technique
(D+1)×D=D2+D parameters need to be estimated.
7. EXTENDING FRONTAL MODELS
In order for the system to automatically handle non-frontal
views, each client’s frontal model is extended by concatenating
it with synthesized non-frontal models. The frontal UBM is
also extended with non-frontal UBMs. Formally, an extended
model is created using:
λextendedC = λ
0o
C ⊔ λ+60
o
C · · · ⊔ λ-40
o
C ⊔ λ-60
o
C = ⊔i∈Φ λiC
where λ0oC is the client’s frontal model and Φ is a set of angles,
e.g. Φ = { 0o, +60o, +40o, +25o, +15o, -15o, -25o, -40o, -60o }. ⊔ is an
operator for joining GMM parameter sets; let us suppose we
have two GMM parameter sets, λx and λy , comprised of
parameters for NxG and N
y
G gaussians, respectively; the ⊔
operator is defined as follows:
λz = λx ⊔ λy = ˘αwxg , µxg , Σxg¯NxGg=1 ∪ ˘βwyg , µyg , Σyg¯NyGg=1
where α = NxG/(NxG +NyG) and β = 1− α.
8. EXPERIMENTS AND DISCUSSION
A. DCTmod2 Based System
Based on [21], the number of gaussians for each client
model was set to 32. The performance of non-frontal models
synthesized via the full-MLLR, diag-MLLR and offset-MLLR
techniques is shown in Table 1; for the latter three methods
varying number of regression classes was used, however due
to lack of space only the results for the optimal number of
regression classes are shown.
The full-MLLR technique falls apart when there is two
or more regression classes; its best results (obtained for one
regression class) are in some cases worse than for standard
frontal models. We believe the poor results are due to not
enough training data available to properly estimate the trans-
formation matrices (recall that the full-MLLR technique has
more free parameters than diag-MLLR and offset-MLLR).
The full-MLLR transformation is adequate for adapting the
frontal UBM to frontal client models (as evidenced by the 0%
EER), suggesting that the transformation is only reliable when
applied to the specific model it was trained to transform. A
further investigation of the sensitivity of the MLLR transform
is presented in [21].
Compared to full-MLLR, the diag-MLLR technique has
better performance characteristics; this is expected, as the
number of transformation parameters is significantly less than
full-MLLR. The overall error rate (across all angles) decreases
as the number of regression classes increases from one to
eight; the performance then deteriorates for higher number of
regression classes. The results are consistent with the scenario
that once the number of regression classes reaches a certain
threshold, there is not enough training data to obtain robust
transformation parameters. The best performance, obtained
at eight regression classes, is for all angles better than the
performance of standard frontal models.
The offset-MLLR technique has the best performance char-
acteristics when compared to full-MLLR and diag-MLLR; it
TABLE 1: EER PERFORMANCE OF STANDARD (FRONTAL) AND SYNTHE-
SIZED MODELS (DCTmod2 features); STANDARD MODELS USED TRADI-
TIONAL MAP TRAINING.
Angle standard full-MLLR diag-MLLR offset-MLLR(frontal) (NR=1) (NR=8) (NR=32)
−60o 22.72 23.58 18.33 ∗ 17.94
−40o 11.47 13.11 11.19 ∗ 17.94
−25o 5.72 5.81 3.86 ∗ 13.44
−15o 2.83 1.58 1.50 ∗ 11.44
0o 1.67 ∗ 0.00 ∗ 0.00 ∗ 10.00
+15o 2.64 ∗ 1.28 1.36 1.42
+25o 5.94 4.69 3.69 ∗ 13.28
+40o 10.11 9.39 8.78 ∗ 16.67
+60o 24.72 19.53 15.31 ∗ 14.33
must be noted that it also has the least number of transforma-
tion parameters. The overall error rate consistently decreases
as the number of regression classes increases from one to 32.
The best performance, obtained at 32 regression classes, is
for all angles better than the performance of standard frontal
models.
B. PCA Based System
Based on [21], the dimensionality for PCA derived feature
vectors was set to 40. The performance of models synthesized
using full-MLLR, diag-MLLR, offset-MLLR and LinReg tech-
niques is shown in Table 2. As there is only one gaussian per
client model, there was only one regression class for MLLR
based techniques.
Results in Table 2 further show that model synthesis
with full-MLLR and diag-MLLR was unsuccessful; since the
LinReg technique works quite well and has a similar number
of free parameters to full-MLLR, we attribute this to the
sensitivity of the transformation techniques, described in [21].
The best results were obtained with the LinReg technique,
supporting the view that “single point to single point” type
transformations (such as MLLR) are not suitable for a system
utilizing PCA derived features.
Lastly, we note that the standard PCA based system is
significantly more affected by view changes than the standard
DCTmod2 based system. This can be attributed to the rigid
preservation of spatial relations between face areas, which
is in contrast to the local feature approach, where each
feature describes only a part of the face. The combination
of local features and the GMM classifier causes most of the
spatial relation information to be lost; this in effect allows
for movement of facial areas (which occur due out-of-plane
rotations).
C. Performance of Extended Frontal Models
In the experiments described in Sections 8-A and 8-B, it was
assumed that the angle of the face is known. In this section
we progressively remove this constraint and propose to handle
varying pose by augmenting each client’s frontal model with
the client’s synthesized non-frontal models.
In the first experiment we compared the performance of
extended models to frontal models and models synthesized
for a specific angle; impostor faces matched the test view.
For the DCTmod2 based system, each client’s frontal model
was extended with models synthesized by the offset-MLLR
technique (with 32 regression classes) for the following angles:
±60o, ±40o and ±25o; synthesized models for ±15o were not
TABLE 2: EER PERFORMANCE COMPARISON BETWEEN FRONTAL MODELS
AND SYNTHESIZED NON-FRONTAL MODELS FOR PCA based system.
Angle frontal full- diag- offset- LinRegMLLR MLLR MLLR
−60o 40.97 49.67 50.00 38.56 ∗ 14.92
−40o 32.61 50.00 49.97 25.75 ∗ 17.19
−25o 19.31 49.69 49.75 ∗ 13.81 15.78
−15o 8.69 49.58 49.72 6.86 ∗ 16.44
0o 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
+15o 10.39 49.67 49.69 8.36 ∗ 15.72
+25o 20.83 49.58 49.97 14.00 ∗ 17.78
+40o 34.36 49.78 50.00 28.97 ∗ 15.00
+60o 44.92 49.83 49.47 38.44 ∗ 14.89
used since they provided no significant performance benefit
over the 0o model; the frontal UBM was also extended with
non-frontal UBMs. Since each frontal model had 32 gaussians,
each resulting extended model had 224 gaussians. Following
the offset-MLLR based model synthesis paradigm, each frontal
client model was derived from the frontal UBM using offset-
MLLR.
For the PCA based system, model synthesis was accom-
plished using LinReg; each client’s frontal model was extended
for the following angles: ±60o, ±40o, ±25o and ±15o; the
frontal UBM was also extended with non-frontal UBMs. Since
each frontal model had one gaussian, each resulting extended
model had nine gaussians. As can be seen in Tables 3 and 4, for
most angles only a small reduction in performance is observed
when compared to models synthesized for a specific angle
(implying that pose detection may not be necessary).
In the first experiment impostor attacks and true claims
were evaluated for each angle separately. In the second ex-
periment we relaxed this restriction and allowed true claims
and impostor attacks to come from all angles, resulting in
90× 9 = 810 true claims and 90× 20× 9 = 16200 impostor
attacks; an overall EER was then found. For both DCTmod2
and PCA based systems two types of models were used: frontal
and extended. For the DCTmod2 based system frontal models
were derived from the UBM using offset-MLLR.
From the results presented in Table 5, it can be observed
that model extension reduces the error rate in both PCA
and DCTmod2 based systems, with the DCTmod2 system
achieving the lowest EER. The largest error reduction is
present in the PCA based system, where the EER is reduced
by 58%; for the DCTmod2 based system, the EER is reduced
by 26%. These results thus support the use of extended frontal
models.
TABLE 3: EER PERFORMANCE OF
FRONTAL, SYNTHESIZED AND EX-
TENDED FRONTAL MODELS, DCT-
MOD2 FEATURES; OFFSET-MLLR
BASED TRAINING AND SYNTHESIS
WAS USED.
Angle Frontal Synth. Ext.
−60o 28.22 17.94 18.25
−40o 15.17 7.94 9.36
−25o 6.06 3.44 3.28
−15o 1.61 1.44 1.64
0o 0.00 0.00 0.00
+15o 1.44 1.42 1.67
+25o 5.67 3.28 3.53
+40o 9.39 6.67 5.94
+60o 23.75 14.33 16.56
TABLE 4: EER PERFORMANCE
OF FRONTAL, SYNTHESIZED
AND EXTENDED FRONTAL
MODELS, PCA FEATURES; LINREG
MODEL SYNTHESIS WAS USED.
Angle Frontal Synth. Ext.
−60o 40.97 14.92 15.33
−40o 32.61 17.19 17.56
−25o 19.31 15.78 14.94
−15o 8.69 6.44 9.17
0o 0.00 0.00 0.28
+15o 10.39 5.72 3.67
+25o 20.83 7.78 8.11
+40o 34.36 15.00 15.67
+60o 44.92 14.89 16.08
TABLE 5: OVERALL EER PERFORMANCE OF FRONTAL AND EXTENDED
FRONTAL MODELS.
Feature type Model typefrontal extended
PCA 27.34 11.51
DCTmod2 14.82 10.96
9. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK
In this paper we addressed the pose mismatch problem which
can occur in face verification systems that have only a single
(frontal) face image available for training. In the framework
of a Bayesian classifier based on mixtures of gaussians, the
problem was tackled through extending each frontal face
model with artificially synthesized models for non-frontal
views.
The synthesis was accomplished via methods based on
several implementations of Maximum Likelihood Linear Re-
gression (MLLR) and standard multi-variate linear regression
(LinReg). The synthesis techniques rely on prior information
and learn how face models for the frontal view are related to
face models for non-frontal views.
The synthesis and extension approach was evaluated on two
face verification systems: PCA based (holistic features) and
DCTmod2 based (local features). Experiments on the FERET
database suggest that for the PCA based system, the LinReg
technique (which is based on a common relation between two
sets of points) is more suited than the MLLR based techniques
(which in effect are “single point to single point” transforms in
the PCA based system); for the DCTmod2 based system, the
results show that synthesis via a new MLLR implementation
obtains better performance than synthesis based on traditional
MLLR (due to a lower number of free parameters). The results
further suggest that extending frontal models considerably
reduces errors.
The results also show that the standard DCTmod2 based
system (trained on frontal faces) is less affected by out-of-
plane rotations than the corresponding PCA based system;
this can be attributed to the parts based representation of
the face (via local features) and, due to the classifier based
on mixtures of gaussians, the lack of constraints on spatial
relations between face parts; the lack of constraints allows
for movement of facial areas (which occur due out-of-plane
rotations). This is in contrast to the PCA based system, where,
due to the holistic representation, the spatial relations are
rigidly kept.
Future areas of research include whether it is possible to
interpolate between two synthesized models to generate a
third model for a view for which there is no prior data.
A related question is how many discrete views are necessary
to adequately cover all poses. The dimensionality reduction
matrix U in the PCA approach was defined using only frontal
faces; higher performance may be obtained by also incor-
porating non-frontal faces. The DCTmod2/GMM approach
can be extended by embedding positional information into
each feature vector [5], thus placing a weak constraint on
the face areas each gaussian can model (as opposed to the
current absence of constraints); this in turn could make the
transformation of frontal models to non-frontal models more
accurate, as different face areas effectively “move” in different
ways when there is an out-of-plane rotation. Lastly, it would be
useful to evaluate alternative size normalization approaches in
order to address the scaling problem mentioned in Section 2.
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